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About TerraSim
TerraSim, a Bohemia Interactive Simulations company, is a leading 
technology company that specializes in the development of advanced 
software solutions to automate terrain generation and geospatial source 
data preparation. Our products are designed to be flexible, scalable, 
and compatible by continuing to support the widest range of visual, 
constructive, and serious game runtimes in the military simulation and 
training industry. Our business model encompasses the sale and support 
of commercial off-the-shelf software, geospatial source data preparation 
and terrain generation services, and advanced research and development.

Technology Leader
With innovations such as rapid and automated correlated terrain 
generation, simplified batch processing for large environment content 
creation, and a suite of tools to create, refine, and prepare geospatial 
source data, our products are designed to allow our customers to meet 
and exceed the most challenging project requirements.

Industry Compatibility
We strive to provide universal support for past, present, and future 
simulation applications. Our products are compatible with the largest 
number of third-party runtimes in the industry. We endeavor to maintain 
existing and develop new business relationships to further broaden our 
support across the community.

Product Adoption
Our products have been widely adopted in the U.S. Army, including ARCIC, 
BLCSE, FORSCOM, PM-OneSAF, SE Core, SOF, TBOC, WARSIM, the AGC, 
and multiple BCTCs. Other key domestic customers include SOCOM and 
AFRL. Internationally, our products have been chosen in over 20 countries, 
including Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands, 
New Zealand, Norway, Poland, Spain, and the United Kingdom.

Customer Support
TerraSim provides exceptionally focused, knowledgeable, and timely 
support to all customers. Our support team consists of software and 
terrain engineers who also serve as our product development team, 
enabling them to pass first-hand product experience onto our customers.
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TerraTools Core

Source Data Preparation
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TerraTools automatically builds high-fidelity terrain databases 
from a variety of input cartographic data, imagery, and model 
content. The TerraTools project flow graph architecture allows 
you to compile, review, refine, and publish correlated terrain 
databases for use across visual, constructive, and serious game 
runtime applications.

With TerraTools Core, you can integrate features into a terrain 
surface, import and place custom models and textures, generalize 
and buffer features, optimize multiple terrain levels of detail and 
polygon budget control, and automatically generate multi-story, 
geo-typical buildings with interiors.

Key Components
▷▷ The OmniWizard™: Automatically construct a TerraTools 

project from input source data and user-defined project 
specifications

▷▷ Project Flow Graph: Main interface of TerraTools that exposes 
all data processing for interaction and customization

▷▷ TAEdit: Create, view, and edit textures and appearances
▷▷ TEdit: Create, view, and edit vector data. View and analyze 

raster data including elevation and satellite imagery
▷▷ TMEdit: Import, view, and edit 3D models
▷▷ TSGFly: Freely distributable 3D viewer that loads TerraSim’s 

Tiled Scene Graph (TSG) terrain and model files

Our suite of stand-alone source data preparation products are 
designed to save time and reduce complexity while preparing 
and improving geospatial source data. This includes the rapid 
and automatic conversion of raw data to geospatial source data, 
the manipulation of digital elevation models (DEMs), and the 
extraction and reuse of source data from legacy terrain databases.

    MaterialMAP  
Classify satellite imagery and export runtime-specific surface 
material maps to dictate entity mobility and routing, runtime 
visual effects, and sensor simulation. 

    Xtract 
Extract and export geospatial source data and model content 
from legacy terrain databases to common GIS and model formats 
for reuse.

    DEMTools
Combine, flatten, mask, and register digital elevation model 
(DEM) content and export to common GIS data formats.

    RoadMAP
Create, attribute, and export linear and polygonal road 
network data from source input satellite imagery to 
common GIS data formats. 

    Building Designer
Use an intuitive 2D interface to simplify the construction 
of geo-specific, enterable building models for Virtual 
Battlespace (VBS).

TerraTools Plug-ins
TerraTools Core functionality can be extended with optional 
import, export, and productivity plug-ins, enabling you to 
customize TerraTools to your specific needs.

Import

▷CDB Data
▷NGA Data

Interchange

▷S1000 Data
▷SEDRIS Data

Productivity
▷Batch Mode 

Manager
▷Distibuted 

Processing

Constructive Export
▷CTDB
▷JCATS 
▷MÄK VR-Forces
▷MASA SWORD
▷OneSAF OTF

Serious Game Export
▷FlightGear
▷Steel Beasts Pro
▷Unity
▷X-Plane

Visual Export

▷OpenFlight
▷OpenSceneGraph

BISim Export

▷VBS2, VBS3, VBS IG
▷VBS Blue IG19

Total


